New York City as Mystery, Babylon
I. Introduction
In the last Book of the Bible is an entity known as Mystery, Babylon and based on God’s
less than stellar outlook and Judgment of the place it’s not something one would want to
be associated with. It has attracted the attention of prophecy researchers far and wide for
good reason since it is both a physical city and the manifestation of Satan’s last attempt at
an idolatrous worldwide religion. Notice I said Satan and religion in the same sentence.
Satan loves religion and you will soon see why. Biblical Christianity is N-O-T religion
and does not involve a physical C-H-U-R-C-H but only a relationship with our Creator
where He reaches out to us (but gives us our free will to accept Him and His rules) as
opposed to the opposite of us trying to reach Him. The rationale is relatively simple.
When humans start trying to invent another way into Heaven you end up with things like
the Catholic Church that deflects from Jesus' own words about getting into Heaven (see
John 14:6). Or worse murdering random infidels for Allah in the name of a “religion of
peace”, a despotic caste system that keeps people in perpetual poverty, etc. etc.
Getting back, anyone that reads the copious books on Biblical Prophecy will come
across several theories on the identification “MYSTERY, BAYBLON THE GREAT,
THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.” (Revelation
17:5). Please note “woman”, “harlot” and “whore” refer to false religion and not
necessarily a specific human female.
This ebook is broken down to the following sections:
Section II
Section II discusses the background of Ancient Babylon, the forerunner to Mystery,
Babylon.
Section III
The candidates for this whore of Babylon are many and the most popular of these are
summarized in Section III. Most Bible scholars that have (I believe) erroneously
identified Mystery, Babylon are at a loss to explain why the United States is not found
in “End Times” prophecies. This never made sense to me personally when one
realizes that this nation’s very founding, unique temporally AND geographically in
the world, is based directly on the Gospel of Jesus Christ and the Old Testament. To
repeat: Our very Christian form of Government and corresponding freedom is unique
in the world today AND throughout human history. We were blessed accordingly and
now are rapidly “falling away”.
Section IV
From this “non-Biblical” standpoint it would seem that not only should the United
States be found in the “End Times” prophecies we should be neck deep in the middle of
it! Section IV will present compelling Biblical evidence that this in fact the case.
(Note: There are many questions that become readily apparent thanks to our Godless
educational and media outlets. So as not to go off on tangents some will be answered in
the text as appropriate, others at the end).

II. Background
Ancient Babylon is recognized by most historians (both ‘secular’ and non-secular) as the
capital city of Sumeria, the “first” highly organized civilization. . Its first leader/despot
was someone named Nimrod. The ancient city was located in a land the Bible describes
as Shinar, the land between two rivers, roughly in modern day Iraq. The two rivers are
the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. This is not surprising since rivers provide fertile valleys
and water for agriculture as well as transportation routes and other uses. The other
civilizations that arose around this time include the Indus River Valley in modern day
India, the Yellow River Valley in modern day China and the Nile River Valley in modern
day Egypt. Interestingly enough many historical sources cite so called Aryans coming
across trade routes through Persia (modern day Iran) as conquerors of the Indus River
Valley implying that the Sumerians were the first organized people. Also, this would
indicate a specific source of the human race like say is recorded in the Book of Genesis.
Also it’s apparent that the customs of these so-called Aryans (or Sumerians) would be
transferred to what we know today as the Far East. As documented in “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution” Hinduism and its offshoot Buddhism are two major sources of the “New”
Age and they in turn circle back to…Ancient Babylon. One historical source even calls
the relatively simultaneous establishment of organized civilizations in distinct parts of the
world after billions of years of “evolution” an “amazing parallel”.
Let’s take a step back before moving forward. Now of course if you believe the
Bible there was an ancient civilization that existed before Ancient Babylon, the so-called
first organized civilization that we just discussed. It existed before the Flood of Noah and
was totally annihilated by God, the real One. Biblical evidence of this place is first
mentioned in Genesis after Adam’s son Cain murdered his brother Abel:
And Cain went out from the presence of the LORD, and dwelt in the land of Nod,
on the east of Eden. And Cain knew his wife; and she conceived, and bare Enoch:
and he builded a city, and the name of the city, after the name of his son, Enoch.
(Verses 4:16-17).
It didn’t take long before Cain’s offspring got into all kinds of weird stuff as explained in
Genesis 6:
And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them, That the sons of God saw the daughters of men
that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And the
Lord said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet
his days shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were giants in the earth in
those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters
of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were
of old, men of renown. And God the saw the wickedness of man was great in the
earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil
continually. And it repented the LORD that he had made man on the earth, and it
grieved him at his heart. And the LORD said, I will destroy man whom I have

created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing,
and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made them (Verses 1-7)
The term “sons of God” is utilized in other places throughout the Old Testament and it
refers to angelic beings and not humans. One example is the book of Job as He responds
to the human Job’s rants about his earthly condition:
Where wast thou when I laid the foundation of the earth? Declare, if thou hast
understanding. Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? Or who
hath stretched the line upon it? Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened?
Or who laid the corner stone thereof; When the morning stars sang together, and
all the sons of God shouted for joy? (Verses 38:4-7)
When “…all the sons of God shouted for joy” physical humans weren't around since the
earth didn’t even exist. Notice too “all” implying that Lucifer, the “Angel of Light” and
the one third of angels that sided with him hadn’t rebelled against God, the real One, yet.
For those of you not familiar Lucifer was first in command of God’s Angels and was
second to God Himself. Apparently this wasn’t good enough as he tried to throw God off
His throne taking one third of the angels with him. He is now known as Satan or the
Serpent to Christians and his cohorts are known as fallen angels or demons. The “New”
Age loons AND the Freemason gang banker establishment still regard Lucifer as “The
In a
Angel of Light” and the good god and God, the real One, is considered evil.
nutshell, no pun intended, the whole situation is backwards as “The Angel of Light” has
been allowed to win over this world just as predicted in the Book of Revelation, if you
believe that sort of thing.
Getting back, this Genesis verse is saying that there were all kinds of weird interactions
of “sons of God” with “daughters of men”. This would indicate the aforementioned
fallen angels mating with human flesh and probably everything in between with all kinds
of wacko genetic experiments. The offspring would act God like with things like super
human strength, limited metaphysical powers, extreme intelligence, etc. but would be an
abomination to Him. Now this would explain all those funny cave paintings and Ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs with flying beings, god like figures with ILLUMINATING helos
above their heads and the like that occupy walls of ancient civilizations the world
throughout. Maybe the ancients weren’t wasting their time with all that symbolism
and “legends” of powerful god like entities.
Whoa.
How did the Ancients get all this technology and what proof do we have that it
existed? There are many including the first analog computer dating back several
thousands of years but one need to look no further than the Great Pyramid of Giza
complex in Egypt, the only remaining wonder of the seven wonders of the ancient
world. In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” this place is documented as a wonder to this
day by so-called “experts” who are still wondering how the Ancient Egyptians built
these astronomically exact structures oriented to exact true north, east, west and south,
exactly at the “center of the earth” between the west coast of Mexico and east coast of
China at the exact intersection of the 30th parallel longitude and latitude, the granite
blocks (some weighing upwards of 50 tons were placed with such exactness that it is
nearly impossible to slip a playing card between them), exactly…etc.,

etc. Perhaps most importantly the origin of what we today know as Pi, the geometrical
constant, was derived from the Great Pyramid at Giza. This is important since Pi has a
wide range of uses not only in geometry but physics related subjects including
electromagnetism and sound waves. As documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”
the goal of the “New” Age is to get “in tune with the cosmos”, or Kosmos if you’re from
the UN-dead, which is also known as the “Illumination” that man can become God, the
real One. There are all kinds of physical evidence that the Giza Pyramid complex
(including the famous Sphinx) were in existence before the Flood. The most obvious
answer as to how these things were built is that these freakish offspring from the “Sons of
God” and the “daughters of men” mentioned in Genesis had a lot to do with the Ancient
Egyptians’ mysterious, very advanced technology and super-human strength.
The foregoing is only a brief overview but what we need to realize is that these kind of
freakish cross-breeding genetic experiments are taking place today. Additionally, in
Europe they have already built a particle accelerator so powerful that it will attempt to
explain the universe right after the so-called Big Bang. At least that is what “they” are
telling us proles. However, as documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and
the evolution debates posted on this web site the Big Bang approach to evolution and
creation has infinite shortcomings not the least of which is its mathematical
impossibility. Now if this average prole can see this one has to believe that all
those bright astrophysicists at CERN have to know this. Einstein himself believed in
God and was trying to figure out how He did it. So what are “they” really looking for
over there? Could it be rooted in THEosophY, the real origin of the THEorY of
LIVEvolution where Helana Blavatsky, inspiration to our current “New” Age loons
and a certain Bohemian corporal who would employ something called “race hygiene”,
herself subtitled her famouns book “The Secret Doctrine” “The Synthesis of
Science, Religion, and Philosophy”? This is getting away from the subject at hand
and will be covered in the future. For now, the best place to keep pace with this
disturbing trend into cross genetic breeding and the increasingly bizarre world of
modern day Godless physics is Tom Horn’s RaidersNewsNetwork.com.
What about all the geologists who have written off the Bible as some kind of fable and
the “fact” that the earth is billions of years old? Hell, pun intended, even the
Catholic Church (and leading traditional candidate for the Whore of Babylon) is
jumping on the anti-creation bandwagon. The science of creation AND the Flood
can be found on CreationScience.com. In addition in the future this “conspiracy
theorist” will produce a brief overview of the scientific evidence for the Flood and
against “billions of years” of geologic (and astronomical) history as well. But I digress.
Be aware that there are hundreds of variations of the Flood “story” in cultures throughout
the world. But none give the exact account (right down to the dimensions of Noah’s
Arc that are still hydraulically applicable today) that is presented in the Book of
Genesis. Also, as documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” this Biblical account
is mirrored exactly by Freemason historian Manly Hall but from the “New” Age
mankind can rule himself viewpoint similar to our very own Rockefeller
founded United Nations (UN-dead) located in…Mystery, Babylon, USA. Many
including Mr. Hall call the pre-Flood civilization “Atlantis”. Everything associated
with this “legendary” civilization was “Great” and a

“Mystery” according to Mr. Hall and his hero, Greek philosopher Plato. Incidentally,
Plato is one of the main inspirations to “modern” Communism and the gang banker
associated Council on Foreign Relations, the bane of most “conspiracy theorists” today
including yours truly. Most of the aforementioned are Freemasons, the same bunch that
happen to be behind a certain “Federal” “Reserve” scam on the brink of causing a
worldwide depression. And all adhere to Mr. Hall’s view of events and have always
been “believers”. Additionally, this nation is known as “New Atlantis” to the “New”
Agers AND our gang banker criminal masters and THEIR predecessors like high
level and prominent Freemason Manly Hall. (For anyone that doubts this
“conspiracy theorist’s” opinion on the identification of Mystery, Babylon:
HINT).
Let's get back to the first civilization which again was the pre-Flood society of half
gods described in Genesis 6 (which as just mentioned is known as "Atlantis" to our
criminal overlords). In a nutshell, mankind annoyed the infinitely merciful God,
whose only desire is to be our benevolent Father and friend, to the point where
He pasted the whole place with a world wide Flood save the righteous Noah and
his family. Well that doesn’t sound so nice. Remember that the Ancients feared
these so-called freakish gods and were in all likelihood slaves to whatever it was
that they had a hand in creating. Therefore, God wasn’t dealing with real nice
“people” here. So the Flood comes to an end around a year later and Noah and his
sons Shem, Ham and Japheth begin to re-populate the earth. Eventually human
civilization would begin to re-establish itself around the area of the
aforementioned Shinar in the land of Sumeria (modern day Iraq); the “first”
organized civilization (since Atlantis AND the Great Flood are just “legend”
according to most “experts”).
But the real Freemason establishment knows better and in “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution” at least one “conspiracy theorist”, yours truly, knows THEY
know. Anyway, what were the new inhabitants of Shinar thinking? We got whipped
by trying to become God once. Hmmm. What to do, what to do. Well why don’t we
try to become God like ourselves with some kind of astrological tower to
assist us just like the Atlanteans tried over there at Giza and hopefully that Flood
thing won’t happen again. Let’s pick up the story in Genesis 11 and take a look at
some of these shenanigans as explained in the Bible:
And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech. And it came to
pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar;
and they dwelt there. And they said to one another, Go to, let us make brick, and
burn them thoroughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime they had for
mortar. And they said, Go, let us build a city and a tower, whose top may reach
unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face
of the whole earth. And the LORD came down to see the city and the tower,
which the children of men builded. And the LORD said, Behold, the people is
one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing
will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do. Go, let us go
down, and there confound their language, that they many not understand one
another’s speech. So the LORD scattered them abroad from thence upon the face
of all the earth: and they left off to build the city. Therefore is the name of it
called Babel; because the LORD did there confound the language of all the earth
and from thence did the LORD scatter them abroad upon the face of all the earth.

Again, this account brings us to the post Flood world controlled by the despotic Nimrod
controlling event from the Ancient Sumerian capital of Babylon. He was in charge of the
place and apparently God didn’t appreciate this second attempt to create a one
world society.
Realize that these passages are symbolic; these were not at all dumb people a half a
step removed from the caveman trying to build a physical “stairway to heaven”.
(Yes the same “Stairway to Heaven” you probably listen to everyday on the
radio without knowing what the hell, pun intended, occult minded Robert Plant is really
singing about). They weren’t trying to reach heaven physically but spiritually. This is
the crux of the so-called “New” Age radical left eco wacko Mother Earth loonies
AND the Freemason radical right Godless capitalist gang-bankers who worship “the
Angel of Light”. They’re all pursuing the same “god” (and goddess as in Mother
Earth)! These so-called gods can be found in the “Cosmos” (or “Kosmos” if you’re
from the UN-dead) and take the form of “Cosmic Messengers” and “Ascended
Masters”. As documented in Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” this
contact isn’t just limited to some crackpot Mother Earth Gaia types circle dancing in
the Utah desert, it involves many world leaders over at the UN-dead and many of “our”
powerful business leaders, media types and politicians. In Ancient Babylon we find
the origin of the first astrologers, the Chaldeans along with a host of other characters
including fortune tellers, magicians, sorcerers and the like. They developed the
Circle of Zodiac, a twelve section infinite circle of the cosmos. This insane concept
of a beginning attached to an end to a beginning to an end ad infinitum is also
expressed in the Egyptian sphinx, that “guards” the aforementioned Giza
Pyramid complex, where the two ends of the Zodiac Virgo (represented by a
woman) and Leo (represented by a lion) are both etched into stone.
Yes the same Pyramid of Giza you saw when you entered this web site. The same
Pyramid of Giza on the back of your dollar bill...
Getting back, so now we have the entire world speaking in different languages.
However, they were still writing in symbols, the origins of our written letter alphabet
seems to have been some time later around 1500 BC when Moses began writing the Old
Testament. Soon the Phoenicians and subsequently the Greeks modified whatever
written systems existed and this in turn was carried through the Roman Empire to
form the basis of Latin and our very own English alphabet. Nonetheless, the
important concept to keep in mind is that before Nimrod’s attempt at a Tower or
Stairway to Heaven or God like status everyone communicated with a common
language. But now God decided maybe people should be separated by language into
nation states so this concentration of despotic power facilitated by common
language could be prevented. Huh. It appears that mean ‘ol Old Testament God really
did have humanity’s best interest at heart.
For those of you keeping track this is man attempts to usurp God’s, the real One,
authority number 2 and number 3 is well under way as you read this; there’s much
more to this whole (pre-ordained) economic meltdown than “just” money, believe you
me.
Continuing, in the “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” a mysterious mystic and Russian
national named Nicloas Roerich was discussed. Very briefly, he had all kinds of access
to both the Russian and American Governments in the 1930s before and during the
FDR “New” Deal which in reality was a major step towards socialism.

Mr. Roerich was very obsessed with the occult and happens to have been the one
responsible for placing the “Great Seal” on the back of “your” “Federal” “Reserve”
Notes. He was sent to the epicenter of the “New” Age loons, Tibet, in 1936 where he
found something that caused his fans FDR and Agriculture Secretary Henry Wallace to
permanently ban him from the United States. This is important because the “Great
Seal” (along with the roof of St. John’s the Divine in New York City) just so happens
to occupy the top of the homepage of this very website as you saw. And one of Mr.
Roerich’s desires in his so called Peace Pact with the FDR administration was a common
language for all humanity. Now that’s odd, no?
He ties in with the Cathedral
of St. John’s, here in New York City (again, the image on top of the home page
and the front cover of my book).
Babylon is mentioned around 300 times in the Bible so the place has definitely gotten
God’s attention and that may not necessarily be a good thing. We’ve already covered the
first mention of Babylon in the Bible in Genesis 11. Let’s look at a few more to establish
its status as a physical and spiritual epicenter for a rebellious humanity. In Isaiah 47 God
lets it be known what He really thinks of the place:
Come Down, and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon, sit on the ground:
there is no throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called
tender and delicate. Take the millstones, and grind meal: uncover thy locks,
make bare the leg, uncover the thigh, pass over the rivers. Thy nakedness shall be
uncovered, yea, thy shame shall be seen: I will take vengeance, and I will not
meet thee as a man. As for our redeemer, the LORD of hosts is his name, the
Holy One of Israel. Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of the
Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called, The lady of Kingdoms. (Verses 1-5).
The reference to a female entity was introduced in the beginning of this article. Is God
being harsh on physical human women or referring to something else? And is he
referring to Ancient Babylon only or does this have relevance today? In “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution” Isis was identified as the main female goddess of the Ancient Egyptians
and one of her many titles includes “the Mistress of the Pyramids”, a whore.
Hmmm. Over time she morphed into goddesses like the Greek Diana, Roman
Athena, the Catholic goddess Mary (no that isn’t a typo) and today’s Gaia or Mother
Earth. She, along with her murdered husband Osiris whose death happens to be
represented by a certain ILLUMINATED eye being separated from a certain cap less
“Great” Pyramid, is also associated with the Chinese ying and yang principle, the endless
struggle between good and evil and the so-called male/female principle as exemplified by
the sun and moon gods, etc. etc. So God is speaking in the Old Testament but the
passage has relevance today. Need proof? Music is one representation of popular thought
and culture. Besides the most popular Rock song of all time “Stairway to Heaven”, in
“Going to California” still very popular and occult oriented Led Zeppelin refers to a
“woman who has never been born”. Also, they “fly” to California on a “big jet plane” as
they lament “never let them tell you that they’re all the same”. Outside of our very own
more secretive Mystery, Babylon California seems to be kook central for the “New” Age
loons. Now do you think Led Zeppelin is referring to flying to LA on 707s, 727s and

747s (i.e., not the same jet plane) or taking a drug trip to the mystical California? The
Greek word pharmakeia from which we obtain our pharmacy originally meant “sorcery”
to that ancient civilization. So altered mind states be it from drugs, meditation,
psychology (even “Christian” psychology), Yoga, Silva Mind Control, etc. do indeed put
us in contact with another plane of reality with non-human life forms (i.e. Ascended
Masters and the rest of the aforementioned fallen angel crowd), that may not be our
friends as the Apostle Paul explains in Ephesians. Have no doubt that the goal of the
“New” Age is the re-establishment of the Ancient Babylonian man can be God, the real
One, system in turn rooted in “legendary” Atlantis and exemplified in the THEorY of
LIVEvolution. And notice this statement from God, the real One,: “I will take vengeance,
and I will not meet thee as a man.” It appears God is referring to His Son, Jesus Christ,
who challenged the fake religious leader Pharisees and their buddies the money-changers
in the Temple near the end of His physical life, as a man, in Judea (i.e., modern day
Israel). Apparently He was being too nice by only chasing them out with whips because
the second time He “will not meet thee as a man.” So one can see the above passage does
indeed have double meaning for the BC era and some point in the future. Nimrod’s
Sumerian Empire with its Babylonian spiritual and political center would eventually
cede to the Egyptian empire starting around 2500 BC. However, one must
realize the Egyptian system copied much of the Sumerian culture most
importantly its religious/political system. This system copied from the Babylonians
who in turn copied from “Legendary” Atlantis. The pharaohs “ruled” over Egypt
but they took a lot of “advice” from the high priests. Hmmm; this concept of the
popular leader being controlled by a powerful secret group of “advisors” sounds
strangely familiar.
As an aside the “Bible” that these very powerful priests relied on was something
called “The Book of the Dead”. Now contrast that with the Bible that refers to God in
the flesh, Jesus Christ, as the “Word of Life”. When the “Supreme Judge of the
world” judges everyone that ever lived He will refer to the “Book of Life”. Now to
all those “New” Age loons who believe in all their convoluted spiritual evolution and
associated “New” Age garbage ought not this contrast of titles be a hint? Book of Life,
Book of the Dead, can it be any more clear? (By the way if there’s any doubt as to
the idiocy of the The THEorY of LIVEvolution from a scientific basis the
personification of the exact opposite of Biblical Christianity and leader of the
“modern” “New” Age, Helana Blavatsky mocked Charles Darwin’s laughable and
beyond idiotic THEorY of LIVEvolution herself.)
This brings up another point worth mentioning. Moses challenged the Pharaoh and the
high priests to let God’s chosen people, Israel, to be freed. We all remember the
concept of the 10 plagues God, the real One, levied against Egypt. Now if you were
experiencing these kinds of outlandish events wouldn’t you pay attention? The only
logical explanation, and this is explained in Exodus, is that the Egyptians really did have
limited magical powers courtesy their god, the Angel of Light, that the priests could
employ to explain away God’s, the real One, plagues. And I fear this “spiritual
war” (see Ephesians 6) will once again spill over into our physical world for all to see.

Eventually, Egypt would wane in power and influence and give way to the Assyrian
Empire located around modern day Syria. Around 1000 BC they in turn began to give
way to the re-emergent Babylonian empire. This empire would eventually be ruled by
the evil despot Nebuchadnezzar sometime before 600 BC. God’s Chosen people Israel
weren’t playing the part as being good representatives of Him in this fallen world. Most
of us probably remember the whole scene of the golden calf where the Israelis save
Moses who was receiving the 10 Commandments atop Mount Moriah were worshipping
the (very real) gods of the Ancient Egyptians from whom God just granted them amnesty.
Apparently this rebellion kept occurring even after they miraculously captured the
Promised Land of Canaan from what the Bible describes as “giants”. Hmmm. This is a
brief overview of the Old Testament between the Book of Exodus and Isaiah. God’s
chosen people, Israel, weren’t exactly living up to their end of the bargain as His
representatives here on Mother Earth. They continually resorted to worshipping fake
gods of Babylonian lore led by a certain Angel of Light (now perhaps Djwhal Khul, “the
Tibetan” covered extensively in Section 3 of THEorY of LIVEvolution) that
He kept warning them against. This happened from the time immediately after
their release from slavery in Egypt to the second rendition of the Babylonian
Empire. Remember “The Book of the DEAD” is what guided these people so God’s
concern and punishments for Israel were not unfounded. Remember these gods (really
fallen angels or demons) were apparently still present in the form of giants (as in those
who occupied Canaan when the Jews returned from 400+ years of slavery in Egypt) so
God wasn’t dealing with real nice “people” here either. And He certainly had a right to
be both concerned and annoyed at the Israelis for ignoring Him and listening to
THEM.
So again all those out there who want to lump God, the real One, in with all those
other violent religions (remember Christianity is NOT even a religion) aren’t really
taking into account what was really going on in those days. Once again we see that mean
‘ol Old Testament Yahweh had very good reason to be upset. And don’t forget all kinds
of freakish cross genetic experiments and the like are happening to this day
(RaidersNewsNetwork.com). In 586 BC God allowed the armies of the Babylonian
despot Nebuchadnezzar to literally overrun the two remaining tribes of Israel (ten of the
original twelve tribes had already been pasted by the powerful Assyrians as payment
from God, the real One, for their transgressions). In addition the Babylonians
destroyed the first Temple of Solomon.
While in captivity the prophet Daniel, one of the most referenced Old Testament
prophets for the upcoming Apocalypse, was singled out as a trouble maker since he
refused to bow to Nebuchadnezzar’s priests, astrologers, Chaldeans and associated
devil worshippers. The story and book of Daniel is very significant but so as not to get
off track look check out the link later on. Nebuchadnezzar’s grandson Belshazzar
eventually took over the reigns of Babylon and proceeded to run it into the ground as
he appeared more interested in instant gratification than minding the business of
Empire. As a result in 536 BC the City of Babylon was captured by the Medes and
the Persians as the last step in the Empire’s demise. From this point on the
religious system of the evil pre-Flood civilization (or the Atlantean Empire if
you’re a “New” Age fool) in Babylon take II is sent down the pike to the Media
Persian Empire. They would rule for a relatively short time until the Greek Empire
was established under Alexander the Great. The Greek

Empire would in turn give way to the Roman Empire. And out of the Roman Empire
came the “Holy” Roman Catholic Church, the rulers of the Dark Ages and traditional
leading candidate for the Whore of Babylon. Even if this assertion is incorrect, as I am
stating here, just having enough evil history to justify being a candidate for that title is
bad. It’s like the Super Bowl loser. Both teams are excellent given their presence in the
big game but someone has to win the Title. The Jews who were released by MediaPersian King Darius in 536 BC would be allowed to return to their Promised Land of
Canaan. They would proceed to build the second Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem.
The physical Babylon is no more but the system of the spiritual Babylon led by its antiBible, “The Book of the Dead” lives on today as the impetus behind the “liberal” “New”
Age and our Bohemian Grove “conservative” leaders as it if is UN-dead. Hmmm. Now
keep in mind Persian King Darius took over Babylon, he never pasted the place like God
and God in the flesh Jesus Christ promises will happen one day. Let’s see what God’s
future plans for Babylon include. We’ll start with Isaiah 13:

The BURDEN of Babylon, which Isaiah the son of Amoz did see. Lift ye up a
banner upon the high mountain, exalt the voice of unto them, shake the hand, that
they may go into the gates of the nobles. I have commanded my sanctified ones, I
have also called my mighty ones for mine anger, even them that rejoice in my
highness. The noise of a multitude in the mountains, like as of a great people; a
tumultuous noise of the kingdoms of nations gathered together the LORD of hosts
mustereth the host of the battle. They come from a far country, from the end of
heaven, even the LORD, and the weapon of his indignation, to destroy the whole
land. (Verses 1- 5)
Let’s break in here. Now keep in mind the original Babylon captured in 536 BC by King
Darius was never pounded like this Babylon. The City would eventually be literally
swallowed up by the sands of time before Saddam Hussein, a legend in his own mind and
a self-proclaimed (and probably demonically possessed) modern day Nebuchadnezzar,
brought it back to some kind of prominence. Of course this was before his own demise
courtesy Skull and Bones George Bush junior, Dick CFR Cheney and friends. Let’s
continue with Isaiah 13 as it gets even “better”:
Howl ye; for the day of the LORD is at hand; it shall come as a destruction from
the Almighty. Therefore shall all hands be faint, and every man’s heart shall melt:
And they shall be afraid: pangs and sorrows shall take hold of them; they shall be
in pain as a woman travailath: they shall be amazed one at another; their faces
shall be as flames. Behold, the day of the LORD cometh, cruel both with wrath
and fierce anger, to lay the land desolate: and he shall destroy the sinners therof
out of it. For the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall not give their
light: and the sun shall be darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not
cause her light to shine. (Verses 6-10)

Let’s break in again. Again we see a really irritated God here taking aim at “Babylon”.
As one who has acquired a tremendous knowledge of the “New” Age the last verse really
stands out. First, remember from before this passage from Job 38:
When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?
(Verse 7)
The morning star is associated with Venus and the morning star which in turn is
representative of Lucifer, the “Angel of Light” (i.e., ILLUMINATION) enemy of God,
the real One. But recall Lucifer is considered the real god by our Freemason/
Communist owners. Obviously God is not so dumb as to say stars would sing so He is
referring to Lucifer as being part of God’s team, originally. At some point afterwards
Lucifer rebelled against God in a bid of foolish pride and has been banished from the
Kingdom of Heaven forever as result. Notice in the latter part of the previous passage
from Isaiah God refers to “stars of heaven” and “constellations”. This is a definite
knock on the astrological aspects of the Babylonians, the Atlanteans with their
astronomical marvel “Great” Pyramid at Giza and the like. Continuing, the “sun” is
given a physical reality of “shall be darkened in his going forth” and the “moon” is
given the same characteristic as in “shall not cause her light to shine”. This is a direct
shot at the “New” Age concept of Isis, the whore and her murdered husband Osiris. Isis,
in addition to being associated with all kinds of goddesses right down to “Mother Earth”
of our present day eco wacko complex, is associated with the moon and the yang.
She is balanced by the ying Osiris, the male “sun” or “son” according to “New” Age
guru William Henry and others. Osiris sits at the “sun center” of the Circle of the
Zodiac that in turn has all kinds of connotations to the constellations and the stars.
So in a nutshell, no pun intended, we can see the ying/yang principle of the socalled Eastern religions and the light/dark, sun/moon balance of nature from our
very own God mocking “New” Age/eco wacko loony crowd to those that seek
the Sun or “Son” or “immaterial gold” or “ILLUMINATION” for the
THEorY of LIVEvolution fools all come from a common Ancient Babylonian source.
Let’s continue with Isaiah 13:
And I will punish the world for their evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; and I
will cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease and will lay low the haughtiness of
the terrible. I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the
golden wedge of Ophir; Therefore I will shake the heavens, and the earth shall
remove out of her place, in the wrath of the LORD of hosts, and in the day of his
fierce anger. (Verses 11-13)
A little bit later Chapter 13 on God returns the focus to the first Babylon. However,
remember that He didn’t raze the place as He is describing here and as we’ve just
discussed, the Babylonian system is very much running the show here in “The Late Great
USA” and just about the entire world for that matter. This melding of symbolism
and reality, ancient times and the future is common throughout the Bible.

I’ll take this opportunity to sidetrack for a moment. I will say it again: if you’re
reading this right now take a moment to review God’s Simple Salvation Plan on the
home page. The “spiritual war” is already lost in this world, the only thing left to do is
get on the right side of this invisible but very real cosmic war before God, the real One,
induces His own “nuclear option” against Mystery, Babylon as these passages suggest.
Let’s look at another passage from the Bible that definitely indicates Babylon will
be defeated twice; and the second time is definitely not very palatable. Let’s return to
the Book of Isaiah now in chapter 21:
And, behold, here cometh a chariot of men, with a couple of horsemen. And he
answered and said, Babylon is fallen, is fallen; and all the graven images of her
gods he hath broken unto the ground. (Verse 21:9)
When God mentions something twice He does it for emphasis and/or the event happens
twice. This may be a case where both intentions are present. (More language to this
effect is prominent in the Book of Revelation but this will be held off for the final
section, Mystery, Babylon, USA.)
There is a lot more to this that are covered in the links but let’s stick to the intent at hand,
the identification of Mystery, Babylon.

II. The Candidates
(Note: No disrespect to these authors is intended as they all have done very good and
very extensive work on this subject. The “conspiracy theorist” has merely come across
additional information that proves this article’s supposition: The location of Mystery,
Babylon as New York City, USA).
A. Rome
This one is perhaps the most popular the most obvious being the home of the Catholic
Church as exemplified by popular Christian authors Dave Hunt and Hal Lindsey. There
is a lot symbolism to support this position:
i. In Revelation 17:4 we read:
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold
and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication.
The purple and scarlet have been identified with the garments of the Catholic
Church Priesthood. I am not aware of any ‘official’ colors of the Catholic Church and
white is just as prominent as scarlet and purple. The precious stones and pearls are
obviously associated with riches and nobody will argue against the Catholic Church’s
well stocked bank accounts and accumulated gold. However, they don’t literally own
the world the way they once did in the Dark Ages like say today’s “Federal” “Reserve”/
World Bank/JP Morgan Chase Rockefeller associated gang banker cabal. The golden
cup should be an obvious reference to the chalice whereupon the Catholic priests
commit blasphemy every Sunday (and every Catholic mass for that matter) by declaring
that the wine in the golden cup somehow becomes the blood of Jesus Christ Himself.
However, when one reads the vast writings of the “New” Age loons or visits their
websites the chalice is representative of the so-called Holy Grail, not the literal Grail
itself. In a nutshell, the Holy Grail is still a complete mystery to all that have been
searching for it throughout history and may not even physically exist. What it does
represent is enlightenment or “Illumination” or “Knowledge” that man can become
God, the real One (not at all dissimilar to the same lie a certain serpent told Eve in the
Garden of Eden). This was discussed in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.

This is also cited as solid proof that the whore has to be Rome and the Catholic Church:

And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains,
on which the woman sitteth. (Revelation 17:9)

Rome is known as the City that sits on Seven Hills in most geography books. However,
we have one problem: The City of Rome is split by the Tiber River with the Seven Hills
located on the east side and Vatican City the west. Also, as will be explained, later the
Bible utilizes copious symbolism. One instance is representing “kingdoms” as
“mountains”. Notice this verse mentions mountains and not hills.
iii. Sun god worship
The Catholic Church’s fascination with Sun god worship is represented by such things as
the prominent obelisk in the middle of circular Saint Peter’s square inside the
Vatican brought to Rome in AD 38. And the sun god looking thingie called the
monstrance carried today by the Pope and other clergy. Sun god worship has been
around since the dawn of humanity itself and is rooted in the first organized
civilization, Ancient Babylon as well as Ancient Egypt, the source of the “New” Age as
documented in here and “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. Therefore, by this very
reality alone we see that the Catholic Church is a subset of the Ancient Babylonian and
Egyptian systems. This is confirmed by the fact that these two systems influenced the
subsequent Media-Persian, Grecian and Roman Empires. The Catholic Church arose
out of the latter; hence it is in fact a subset of the Babylonian system.
iv. The prosecution of the Saints
There is no denying that the Romans severely persecuted the true Saints, those that died
the most gruesome deaths due solely to their belief in Jesus Christ as the King of
humanity rather than the Roman Caesars. (By the way this is another of the copious
lies of the Catholic Church with their Saint this and Saint that. ANYBODY that accepts
the free gift of the pardon of sins vis a vis Jesus’ death on the cross is a redeemed and
perfect soul hence a Saint). The formation of the Catholic Church by Emperor
Constantine in 325 AD is a classic example of ‘if you can’t beat em, join em’. This is
exactly what they did to win over the zealous and sometimes pesky Christians who
were starting to get the masses to listen. Unfortunately many true Christians
took the Roman bait and compromised their beliefs for this world. Emperor
Constantine and his religious associates simply took Biblical Christianity and
mixed in their own “New” Age pagan beliefs (like sun god worship) taken from
Ancient Babylon to create the hodgepodge of blasphemy that we know today as the
Roman Catholic Church. But again, the source of their fake religious customs predated
them by several thousand years and today is much bigger than solely the Catholic
Church.

v. Those that know the Truth have a greater responsibility
The Catholic Church has deserved this unworthy recognition as the leading candidate as
the whore of Babylon due to its continuing disgraceful existence from the Inquisition to
cooperation with the Nazis and Mussolini before World War II and assisting the Nazis
after with things like the Ratlines to pedophile priests not to mention its massive wealth
and corresponding hypocrisy. In Ezekiel 33 God makes the concept of knowing Him and
doing nothing or worse practicing evil is an unforgivable combination:
But if the watchman see the sword come and blow not the trumpet, and the people
be not warned; if the sword come and take any person from among them, he is
taken away in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at the watchman’s hand.
(Verse 33:6)
One can little argue that the Catholic Church is guilty of this unforgivable sin of
knowledge of God, the real One, combined with dragging His name through the mud with
a long history of greed, gluttony, self-aggrandizement and outright evil.
However, I have found a “better” candidate for the whore of Babylon.
(Many well intentioned members of the Catholic Church have done some great things
over the years; let me be clear, it's the leadership that I have been discussing here.
Nonetheless,the best sources of the blasphemies and evil of the Catholic Church can
be found on thebereancall.org).
B. The physical Babylon, Iraq
Many well known prophecy scholars have identified the literal City of Babylon as the
reincarnation of the Mystery, Babylon pasted by God, the real One, as described in
numerous accounts in the Old and New Testaments. These include Tim Lahay and
Jeremy B. Jenkins of “Left Behind” fame, Joel Rosenberg of the popular “Epicenter”,
John Walvoord and Mark Hitchcock who authored “Iraq, Oil and Armageddon” and
Rodrigo Silva who has an excellent website especially on the unraveling Middle
East situation entitled BibleProphecyintheNews.com.
But again, these people are
incorrect in their conclusions in this instance.
They cite numerous passages in scripture and combined them with the goings on with the
modern (now deceased) Nebuchadnezzar, Saddam Hussein. Granted the Middle East is
a veritable hotbed with believe in Allah or off with your heads all you infidels who dare
question our “religion of peace” or Islam for short pitted against God’s Chosen, albeit
far from perfect, People, Israel (now the Jews in Israel). Fortunately, the rotten
Saddam Hussein, the self professed modern reincarnated Nebuchadnezzar ended
up being captured and hung courtesy Skull and Bones Bush II and friends. Some
speculate that the United States is the one who will be responsible for the restoration of
the Ancient City of Babylon since it is pouring so much money into the place postinvasion. However, these people fail to realize that good ‘ol Uncle Sam is a ponzi
scheme courtesy our gang banker criminal masters over at the “Fed”. In other words,
we may be building all kinds of

embassies and the like in and around Baghdad and even Babylon but we cannot afford it,
or anything else for that matter, much longer.
Rodrigo Silva makes the compelling case that the recent olive branch being extended by
the Catholic Church to the Islamic world to have some kind of interfaith love fest will be
the impetus for the one world religious system. Very briefly his analysis does not include
any mention of the United States, Eastern religions, the international criminal banksta
racket headquartered here in the “financial capital of the world”, the eco wackos or the
UN-dead. Again I find it illogical that these things can all be overlooked given their
influence over most of the world. And Islam, like Roman Catholicism, is a pagan-based
religion that is rooted in the Ancient Babylonian system of sun and moon worship. Lunar
worsphip in particular is prevalent in Islam and one need look no further than its guiding
symbol which is a crescent moon. Therefore, it too, just like Roman Catholicism, is a
subset to the original Babylonian system.
In summary, we are left with a case where we have two major religions that are looking
to unite (at least this is what they claim but that’s another article) but are still subsets of
the Babylonian (i.e., “Legendary” Atlantis) religious/political system. Moreover, the
entire “New” Age/Eastern religion complex is left out.
C. Saudi Arabia
Ex-PLO terrorist Walid Shoebat makes the case that Saudi Arabia is the Mystery,
Babylon in his book “Why I Left Jihad”. Again, I mean no disrespect to Mr. Shoebat and
highly recommend his book for anyone that has any doubts about Islam as a “religion of
peace” from someone that was actually inside it. But in this particular instance he makes
the same fundamental mistake as the two aforementioned groups: he simply doesn’t go
big enough. Granted Saudi Arabia is very powerful financially based on its control of the
world oil market but he totally disregards the gang banker “Federal” “Reserve” and the
entire “New” Age eco wacko movement and the entire “New” Age for that matter.

IV. New York City, USA
So we’ve eliminated all the other leading candidates in our “beauty” pageant for the
Whore of Babylon. Who’s hiding behind the curtain….drum roll please…..New York
City, USA. Let’s hear it for Gotham, modern Island home of the UN-dead with its NGO
(“non”-Governmental Agency) Lucifer’s Publishing Company (now Lucis Trust), the
Federal Reserve/”Financial Capital of the World” gang banker complex and last but not
least St. John’s the Divine, the latest religious home of the eco wackos and one world
religion fools. (APPLAUSE)
Let’s ILLUMINATE ourselves or ‘see’ why.
i. The Knowledge of God, the real One
God punishes those most severely who consciously disobey Him; He is a lot more lenient
with those who have never gotten the Word, no pun intended. This “secular” view of
events was summarized at the end of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and is reproduced
here:
Finally, the race for the identification of “Mystery Babylon” continues.
Popular author Joel Rosenberg and many others have identified it as the literal
Babylon currently under re-construction in Iraq. Popular Christian authors Dave
Hunt and Hal Lindsey among others have identified it as Rome and the Catholic
Church. Aforementioned author Walid Shoebat has even identified it as Saudi
Arabia. Admittedly all of these people have more Biblical knowledge in their
pinky than I have in my total being.
But I’m still betting on my dark horse candidate, New York City, USA.
Admittedly this is from a more “secular” viewpoint but the rapidity of unfolding
national and international events coupled with all the entities located there leads
me to no other conclusion. Let’s review:
1. We have the UN-dead negotiating and punishing against Israel at every turn.
2. The source most singularly responsible for the “New” Age, Lucis Trust and its
associated UN-dead groups praying to “someone” named “DK” who sounds just
like a Godless Communist are located at 120 Wall Street.
3. The 120 Broadway crowd, the financial capital of the world including the most
powerful branch of the “Fed” that essentially runs the United States and world
economies or the modern day money-changers are also located downtown. Also,
the Stock Exchange and many of the most powerful banks in the world are located
on or near Wall Street as well.
4. The headquarters of THEM including the CFR is also in Manhattan.
5. It’s considered the media capital of the world.
6. And of course the modern home of the one world religion fools and eco wackos
at St. John’s the Divine ‘seer’, New Atlantis’ answer to the Tower of Babel
brought to us by JP Morgan and friends. Even the “Holy See” was spotted in
Town in his “Pope Mobile” lap dogging for global warming and world peace
with all including the “Religion of Peace” itself.

From this “secular” standpoint New York City has it all: media, “New” Age and the
marriage of the owners of the Earth at the “Federal” “Reserve” and the nexus of the
worldwide eco wacko movement at the UN-dead; talk about your international,
worldwide appeal. True the so-called Holy See (fool from the Vatican) is trying to
reach out to the “religion of peace” (moon worshipers) in an effort to foster some
kind of understanding and interfaith love fest. Based on their prophet’s not too subtle
example the “religion of peace” loves nothing more than to make fake peace treaties
and then break them as they sit fit to ensure everyone bows to Allah. This conformance
to the (pagan moon-god) Allah can be accomplished via ‘peaceful’ means (obey or
we’ll chop you’re head off), coercion and in extreme cases invasions of whole
countries. This can be considered the religious equivalent of our lovely “Progressive”
politicians who can part with money as long as it’s not theirs all backed by the
mandatory financial compassion of the IRS. And of course the gluttonous Catholic
Church would love to get its grubby fingers on more wealth to put even more gold in
Saint Peters like its medieval predecessors. However, given the proud mentality of the
Islamists I just don’t see them agreeing to set this thing up in Rome. And knowing the
comfort zone of the Pontiff and friends I don’t see them wanting to give up their lap of
luxury at the Vatican. And one would have to believe that underneath the façade of
peace, love, flowers and kisses there is a lot of historical distrust here that may not go
away that easily. So what would seem to the best place for these two to meet? Well
why not the neutral UN-dead, everyone else is here from around the world already
including all kinds of genocidal thugs, maniacs and other losers so why not throw in a
few more who want to negotiate “peace” and “inter-religious dialog? Besides, if
we’re going to have the ultimate humanistic worldwide religion why not include the
Hindus, Buddhists, Russians, Hugo Chavez, Fidel Castro, etc? And let’s not forget our
very own Episcopalians, Catholics, Communist Party USA associated World and
National Council of Churches and last but not least the Rick Warren led social
gospel crowd.
And not only do we have all the traditional religions but the
modern religion of environmental radicalism that is currently one and the same
with The THEorY of LIVEvolution fools and the rest of the “New” Agers with
our Earth Mother. And of course why not the UN-dead associated Lucifer’s (now
Lucis) Trust shouldn’t be left out. Hell, pun intended, why not get the “Angel of
Light” (or Djwhal Khul) himself involved here? This is “great”. This Ascended Master
from the “Kosmos” has an extensive background in deceit I mean humanism and
mankind self rule maybe he can help these suckers I mean those that would try to
initiate worldwide peace when any moron can figure out it ain’t gonna happen as in it
has never happened in history .

Now let’s back this claim up with some Biblical proof. Let’s start with a concept
mentioned before, that of the watchman. One of the common knocks on Christianity is
how God will deal with those who have never heard of the Christian religion. He does
address this situation in Romans 2:
(For not the hearers of the law are just before God , but the doers of the law shall
be justified. For when the Gentiles, which have not the law, do by nature the
things contained in the law, these having not the law, are a law unto themselves.

Which show the work of the law written in their hearts, their conscience, also
bearing witness, and their thoughts the mean while accusing or else excusing one
another.) (Verses 13-15).
So what God, the real One, is saying through the Apostle Paul is that just because you’re
stuck in the middle of the Australian Outback and haven’t gotten the Word, no
pun intended, doesn’t mean you’re exempt from punishment. It would be beyond
presumptuous to try to figure out or even try to explain how God, the real One, will
judge everyone except for one point: It will be perfectly fair, perfectly just and
infinitely final. On the flip side He refers to hearers of the law. These would be
someone like the blasphemous Roman Catholic Church or say a nation that started out as
essentially a series of evangelical events but now thanks to our COMMUNIST founded
ACLU and friends can’t even see fit to allow silent prayer time in its John
Dewey/Rockefeller founded atheistic COMMUNIST re-education centers ummm public
schools. Huh. This so-called book of fables and stories keeps making sense. Much more
than say the Godless THEorY of LIVEvolution for instance.
Let’s explore this a little further. Everyone knows the story of Jesus, Son of God,
forgiver of common thieves, con artists, robbers, whores even those that would be
pounding Him to death. But He showed little love for the fake religious leaders (the
Pharisees) and their associates, the money-changers that occupied the courtyard in the
re-built third version of Solomon’s Temple. He called them a “den of vipers and
thieves” and asked “how can ye escape the damnation of hell”. At one point during
the week of His death He even chased the money-changers out of the Temple with
whips. Now remember this is “The Prince of Peace” and the infinitely merciful God
in the flesh. So yes they managed to ####-off even Him; now that takes some doing.
Getting back, this didn’t make their “religious” allies, the Pharisees, Israel’s version of
the Catholic Church etc. very happy at all. This event served as the impetus of His
crucifixion. Now let’s look at Jesus’ words in the book of Luke:
And that servant, which knew his lord’s will, and prepared not himself, neither
did according to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes. But he that knew not,
and did commit things worthy of stripes shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto
whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required: and to whom men
have committed much, of him they will ask the more. (Verses 12:47-48)
To repeat, as documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” this country essentially
started as a series of evangelical events. This combination of a totally free country under
the moral restraints of God’s, the real One, Book is UNIQUE to human history.
(Remember, God chose Israel, they didn’t choose Him. And in the many instances they
worshipped the false gods of Egypt, i.e., the “Angel of Light”, they were punished
accordingly mostly for their own good). This country has been uniquely blessed; finally
somebody got it right amongst the human race; for a time at least. So what happened?
The modern day money-changers (the Rockefeller/JP Morgan gang bankers and friends
of the nineteenth century) have taken it over and now have combined with the modern
day Pharisees, the “New” Age religious nature freaks, the Episcopalians (and of course

now the Pope) and the rest of the eco wackos all joined by LUCIFER’S Trust and the rest
of the thugs over at the UN-dead. Hell, pun intended, it’s even chic to dip a crucifix in
urine and call it artwork. This gem of wisdom was called “Piss Christ”. The very
vocal, very powerful radical homosexual movement has even seen fit to take one of
God’s, the real One, symbols, the rainbow (a sign to Noah after the Flood) and utilize
it as their own. In a nutshell, just like the original Pharisees and money-changers
this once Godly nation is essentially “pissing up the wrong tree”. Well what say the
Founding Fathers, all racists according to our revisionist historians at our re-education
centers ummm institutions of higher learning, about this situation? Surely if my
supposition is correct (and it is) that this nation’s founding was essentially an
evangelical event then departing from our moral foundation as specified by God, the real
One, would have unforgivable consequences. Reverend George Duffield was pastor
of the Pine Street Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia that was attended by many
early leaders including John and Samuel Adams as in “the Father of the American
Revolution”. Mr. Duffield served as chaplain of the Continental Congress and
the Pennsylvania militia during the Revolution. By the way am I the only one that
heard the C-O-M-M-U-N-I-S-T ACLU is now suing the Naval Academy to stop
its lunchtime prayer, a tradition derived from the Founding Fathers themselves
who obviously believed in the “separation of church and state”? Ummm. Anyway,
the good reverend made all kinds of crazy analogies about the slavery of the
Israelis by the Egyptians would be visited upon the colonists if they kept allowing the
mother country to randomly levy taxes and laws without the consent of those that were
required to follow them, i.e., the colonists. “Taxation without representation” doesn’t
mean we don’t want to pay but rather it’s the first step on the road to outright tyranny
or C-O-M-M-U-N-I-S-M to allow a government to take your money and property
without any consent like say having an illegal central bank that demands real interest
payments for fake money that start out as very minor Federal Income tax for instance.
Hmmm. This sounds strangely familiar. Well why get sidetracked with annoying
details. Here is what he had to say about this whole scene:
Whilst the sun and moon endure, America shall remain a city of refuge for the
whole earth, until she herself shall play the tyrant, forget her destiny, disgrace her
freedom, and provoke her God. (p33 UG).
This “conspiracy theorist” cannot come close to summing up our current situation with
such profoundness and brevity. And notice the words “provoke” and “city”. Enough
said.
ii. Symbolism in the Bible Points to New York City, USA and the “New” Age
Remember from before the original Babylon was known as “Shinar”, the land between
two rivers. Be aware that the only place that fits this particular description of the
aforementioned “traditional” candidates for the whore of Babylon is the original Babylon.
There happens to be one more: Manhattan Island, New York City, USA that is bordered
by two rivers, the Hudson to the west and Harlem/East River (the same water body) to
the east. True today NYC is made up of five boros but this was not always the case. The

original NYC was solely Manhattan Island. The other four boros (Bronx, Queens,
Brooklyn and Staten Island) didn’t officially become part of New York City until
around the turn of the twentieth century. And what came about in the late
nineteenth century while NYC was just Manhattan Island with the funding of one of the
most powerful of the original American gang-bankers and Freemason (i.e., the Angel
of Light is the real God) JP Morgan? My candidate for the American version of
“The Tower of Babel”, the Cathedral of Saint John’s the Divine ‘seer’ whose cap less
pyramid just so happens to occupy the top of the home page here. The obvious
references to the Ancient Egyptian, Babylonian and “Legendary” Atlantis inside this
church of Satan was covered extensively in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. And,
as stated this place is home to the modern manifestation of the very religious eco
wacko left and many one world religion fools. Let’s look at some other Biblical
references. We’ve already mentioned Shinar from the Old Testament.

iii. Symbolism in Revelation 17 and 18 points to the Entire “New” Age and
Entire World (and New York City)
God is very interested in identifying Mystery, Babylon to the Apostle John (the author of
Revelation) even if He does do it symbolically since John appears somewhat confused.
This is evident in Revelation 17:7:
And the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the
mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven
heads and ten horns. (Verse 7).
There is definite physical evidence to point to New York City. Besides being home to
the “financial capital of the world” and the very powerful international political centre of
the UN-dead it is also the “sun-center” of the “New” nature Age loons at St. John’s
Episcopalian Cathedral; the largest Cathedral in the world (St. Peter’s in Rome doesn’t
count because it doesn’t contain “the seat of the bishop”).
Now let’s look at the entirety of Chapters 17 and 18 of the Book of Revelation
consecutively (there will be some back and forth so please be patient):
And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked
with me, saying unto me, Come hither: I will shew unto thee the judgment of the
great whore that sitteth upon many waters: With whom the kings of the earth have
committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk
with her fornication. (Verses 17:1-2)
Recall from section 8 of the article 322, The Georgia Guidestones and the Eco Wackos
Seven has all kinds of esoteric meaning to the “New” Agers who utilize certain sections
of the Bible for their own interpretation as “They” fall for the oldest trick in the Book (of
man becoming God), no pun intended. The term “many waters” has all kinds of physical

and spiritual meaning to the “New” Age loons. As mentioned, physical waters is implicit
in the term Shinar, the land between two rivers. However, it also has all kinds of
meaning to the descendants of “Legendary” Atlantis, the forerunners to Ancient Babylon.
For instance water is described as a healing substance as indicative of the healing mother,
the WHORE goddess Isis who has morphed into just about every goddess of Ancient
Babylon, Greece, Rome, the Catholic Church (the so-called “Mother of God” or Mary),
and most importantly Gaia, the earth goddess or Mother Earth from whom we all sprang
according to the THEorY of LIVEvolution fools and whom we must protect at all
costs according to the eco wackos, even if it means genocide.
No you didn’t misread that and it’s all documented in “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution”.
Continuing, if one wants to control the entire population and make for himself
“Paradise Earth” (Globalism or International slavery for the rest of us in the
“imbecile majority”) he would need to do a few things including eviscerating God the
real One, supporting the eco wackos and their population control agenda all the while
stealthily taking over a country that stands for God, the real One. Go back and read
1984 on the New Age page to see how this is happening and who’s behind it. Next,
this nation is regarded as the start of the Island Paradise Atlantis or the “New
Atlantis” according to the Freemason gang bankers and their Freemason/Illuminati
predecessors. That’s Island as in land surrounded by water; the United State is
bordered by two oceans (Some people identify the entire United States as “Mystery,
Babylon” but if God pastes New York City the rest of the country will be profoundly
affected anyhow).
Also, the “New” Agers goal (and the REAL purpose of the
THEorY of LIVEvolution) is to achieve perfect harmony with the “cosmic oceans” as in
the study of the cosmos or outer space. This is the impetus of the Tower of Babel:
Outer space was considered “the cosmic ocean” and it was guided by the
constellations and the complex of sun gods, lunar gods, gods of the stars like Orion,
Sirius, etc. etc. Getting in tune with the “cosmos” as aided by so-called “cosmic
messengers” (really fallen angels) to be like God, the real One, IS the real purpose of
the “New” Agers and the Freemason gang bankers. Finally, as the media capital of the
world we are helping to share this spiritual “fornication” with the rest of the world,
“the kings of the earth” and “the inhabitants of the earth”.
Let’s continue with the next several verses:
So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit
upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names and blasphemy, having seven heads
and ten horns. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and
decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand
full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: And upon her forehead was
a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. (Verses 3-5).
Whoa. This is getting heavy. John even saw fit to put her id in all caps. In other words,
this place is a very big deal to an angry God and that’s not necessarily a good thing.
Scarlet and purple have been mistakenly associated with the Catholic Church. However,
I have found two better identifications of these two colors. Scarlet or red is symbolic of
the Rose, the occult symbol for silence or the GREAT MYSTERY. In the “The THEorY

of LIVEvolution” it was documented that this is EXACTLY what the Freemasons, our
true masters, refer to as the return to the “Great Society” or the pre-Flood Atlantis. My
friends this country is “New Atlantis”! Now does my title “Great Society” make more
sense? By the way The One, Barak HUSSEIN Obama, claims to be “Christian” yet
he is a disciple of C-O-M-M-U-N-I-S-T Saul Alinsky (not to mention his wicked
support for born alive abortion just like a nice Rockefeller eugenicist). Alinsky
dedicates his book “Rules for Radicals” to the “very first radical…Lucifer”.
Another piece of this puzzle would be Zbiniew Brzezinski’s “Between Two
Ages”. Now what “two ages” does this piece of TRESONOUS trash discuss? I’m
going to have say our current un-evoloved nor non-ILLUMINATED one and the
coming “Age of Reason” or “The Age of Aquarius or “The Aquarian
Age” (remember this lament from the Georgia Guidestones: “Let these guidestones
lead to an age of reason”). Now remember before on the New Age page we discussed
eco wacko field general Al Gore’s speech at the Democratic National Convention
introduced and concluded with the song “Age of Aquarius”. As for anti-born alive
babies Barak, if you’ve read other links already hear this again: WATCH OUT FOR
THIS GUY.
Uh oh.
The color red is associated with the rose or the Rosicrucians or Robert
Christian and the Georgia Guidestones. We’re still left with the color purple.
In the “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented a California (shocking)
wack job named Elizabeth Clare Prophet who channeled “The Count of Saint
Germain” who happens to be one and the same with one RC Christian, I think. Turns
out “The Count”, who likes to hang out in Transylvania (I swear I’m not making this
up), is another “Ascended Master” from “the Cosmos” like Alice Bailey’s own
“Djwhal Khul”, the “Tibetan”. Anyway, he speaks of a “violet flame” that is
symbolic of man’s recognition or ILLUMINATION as in a bright shiny eye above a
cap less pyramid that he can become God, the real One.
In a nutshell, no pun intended, “scarlet” (rose, Rosicrucians, etc.) and
“violet” (flame) courtesy our friend RC Christian are associated with the modern day
manifestation of the THEorY of LIVEvoution fools, the population control Mother
Earth Gaia freaks and the Freemason gang bankers. And the Georgia Guidestones.
Oh the “New” Age joy.
The numbers seven and 10 will be translated subsequently; bear in mind numbers can
be symbolic and not necessarily literal. Many prophecy scholars have mistakenly
missed this in the past with predictions of things like a 10 nation Roman Confederacy,
10 nation Islamic federation, etc. Let’s move on at verse 6:

And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of saints, and with the blood of the
martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. And the
angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of
the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten
horns. The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the
bottomless pit, and go into perdition: they that dwell on the earth shall wonder,
whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of the
world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not and yet is. (Verses 6-8)
Here we see the symbolism of all the martyrs who have been murdered throughout
history right up through today. The most prominent of these are of course those that died
after the death of Jesus in the Roman Empire as symbolized by the Apostle Paul.
However, this disregards all the other Christian martyrs throughout the ages: Communist
Russia and China, former Muslims, etc. All of these are traceable back to the “Great”
Society of Atlantis. For example, the Freemason gang bankers as documented in “The
THEorY of LIVEvolution” invented in England and the United States our “enemies”
Communist Russia and China. And Islam is directly related to Lunar worship; all came
out of “Legendary” Atlantis and its baby siblings Babylon and Egypt as explained. Of
course we see the numbers seven and ten again. Hold on to that thought.
The final part of these verses implies the number three: “…the beast that was, and is not
and yet is”. The number three is utilized all over the Bible. For example, Jesus told the
disciples “destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up”. Of course He was
referring to Himself and not a physical Temple so we can see again this concept of
mixing the literal with the symbolic. As an aside Jesus is telling us to focus on Him and
not some stone cathedral like say some large nature Cathedral with a cap less pyramid
on top symbolizing the “stairway to heaven”, “getting in tune with the cosmos or
Kosmos” or the pinnacle of our spiritual evolution, etc. etc. But what is truly fascinating
is that the Temple of Solomon was destroyed by the Romans in AD 70 just as forecast.
According to some Biblical scholars this was the third Temple of Solomon. Others
consider it the second Temple. My personal feeling is with the former group since
secular Jewish King Herod essentially gave the smallish second Temple (re-built in
536 BC as mentioned previously) a huge overhaul which would essentially make a
new or third Temple. Speaking of the Gentile (i.e. non-Jewish) Paul, who was
converted from Pharisee thug to the greatest human New Testament proponent, he was
shipwrecked three times in the course of his missionary missions.
As discussed before there have been two attempts at this man equals God
endeavor, “Legendary” Atlantis and the Tower at Babel. Keep in mind that the Great
Pyramid in all likelihood existed before the Great Flood and could be symbolic of “the
beast that was” and the Tower of Babel which is buried (or maybe destroyed) can
be symbolic of “the beast that is not” which leaves us with the beast that “yet is”.
Now as we are beginning to see the “New World Order” (Disorder?) is a ship wreck
waiting to happen with all the “New” Age fools sailing on their “cosmic oceans” as
symbolized by the “nave” in St. John’s the Divine Cathedral. Of course this third
beast will “ascend out of the bottomless pit”. Now remember Satan or Lucifer
“the Angel of Light” had allies in his rebellion against God, the real One. And he
has been lurking the earth between the time of Jesus and today so how can he now
be released?

Some Biblical scholars identify this beast as someone named “Apollyon” Greek for
“destroyer”, another “fallen angel” beside Lucifer. This is all the more disturbing
when the “Christ-Apollo” sits at the “sun-center” of the “Zodiac” common to the New
Age movement. Interestingly in Plato’s “Five Great Dialogs” Apollo is “…often
identified with the sun; son of Zeus and Leto (Latona) and the twin brother of the
moon goddess Artemis”. So one can see an example of the Egyptian Babylonian
based whore female moon Lunar goddess Isis/ILLUMINATED male son or sun Osiris
transposed to the Greek culture. Minor variations in spelling are common when
dealing with alphabets, as explained before written alphabets including our very own
English stem from around the time 1500 BC. Now we have anti-Christ (Lucifer) who
currently “prowls the earth like a lion” according to Apostle Peter and Apollo (Apollyon
the “son” or “sun”) who will emerge from the “bottomless pit” in a nice tidy package.
The latter is apparently coming back for an earthly re-union with the former thanks to
our friends the Freemasons and the “New” Age loony left who have chosen to follow the
wrong god, not unlike most throughout human history including Israel itself.
Oh the “New” Age joy.
Let’s continue as this only gets “better”. Now the numbers 7 and 10 are assigned
meaning:
And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains,
on which the woman sitteth. And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one
is, and the other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short
space. And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the
seven, and goeth into perdition. And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten
kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one
hour with the beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength
unto the beast. (Verses 9-13)
The seven heads as mentioned before have been mistakenly interpreted as the seven
physical hills of Rome. We know that the Vatican doesn’t “sitteth” on these mountains
since it is located across the Tibris River. Therefore, these mountains are kingdoms not
physical hills. The five heads or mountains or kingdoms that would have fallen in John
the Apostle’s time (around 95 AD) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Babylon under Nimrod, Hammurabi, et. al.
Egypt with its numerous pharaohs
Babylon take II under Nebuchadnezzar et. al
Media-Persia under King Darius and his successors
Greece under Alexander and his successors

The “one is” would obviously be Rome. The “other is not yet come” refers to some
future empire and can probably be construed as the most significant one between the time
of John in 95 AD to now, the British Empire. The Oxford University crowd who want to
recapture the world to make it some kind of Anglophile playground supports all this.

Also the so-called Round Table Groups (the forerunners to our very own JP
Morgan/Rockefeller gang bankers) originated at England’s Oxford University. They were
based on King Arthur’s Legends of the Round Table and the Knights Templar who tied
in with….TA DA RC Christian (see also 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco
wackos). Continuing, we see again the aforementioned “beast that was and is not” is the
eighth and “is of the seven” (i.e., all the worldly kingdoms that ever existed). Now this
implies a worldwide system encompassing well everyone, Russians, Chinese, Muslims,
the Vatican, South America, North America, etc. etc. So it is indeed bigger than just each
one of these individuals or even a couple joined together. The number 7 in God’s
language can have a symbolic meaning in completeness or fullness as we see that here
with the seven kingdoms. “Goeth into perdition” implies a kingdom under Satan, “the
son of perdition” essentially a Satanically possessed individual, the anti-Christ himself.
Now God goes on to say that the ten horns are ten kings. But why would He do this
when we just included the whole world with the eighth kingdom deriving from the seven
heads? Obviously these ten horns are a separate lot and out for themselves as a group
like say a Muslim confederacy united in its effort to destroy Israel, the United States and
eventually take over the world for their false god, Allah, who remember comes for the
common well of paganistic Babylonian/Atlantean lunar worship. This us brings us right
back to…Satan or excuse me “the Angel of Light” and his fallen angel friends or excuse
me “the Hierarchy” if you’re from the UN-dead or a “New” Age fool. Yes these are the
same fallen angels from the beginning of this article.
Notice too that the ten horns originally sign on to join the confederacy of the beast (i.e.,
the New York City UN-dead centered world government) yet they “have one mind” and
“give their power and strength unto the beast”. This conforms to the monolithic Islamic
edict of their prophet Mohammed who stressed something called hudna. This is the
concept wherein you’re to make false peace treaties with the infidels (i.e., non-Muslims)
until such time it is advantageous to stealthily break the fake peace and kill, maim,
coerce, start an all out war, whatever all in the name of Allah and the “religion of peace”.
Yeah peace, that’s it.
In a nutshell, no pun intended, what we’ll have, very temporarily, is a “New World
Order” of peace, love, joy, butterflies and…martial law as the world government for the
betterment of man (that’s a joke) looks to squash the resistance and enforce the “security
issue” of global warming (climate change?) while the Muslims and probably their new
friends the Russians and Chinese prepare for all out war under the camouflage of an
unprecedented international peace deal because man has “learned” or “CHANGED” or
evolved to handle such a thing.
Now do you see why Barak Obama’s and the rest of the fools’ upcoming UN-dead
centered “New World Order” is a ship wreck waiting to happen?
Oh the “New” Age joy.
Let’s continue our journey through Chapter 17. Now God seemingly takes a slight turn
off the path here in verse 14:

These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them: for he
is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and
chosen, and faithful. (Verse 14)
God opened verse 13 with “These” just like here so He’s obviously referring to the same
group of people, i.e., a Muslim/Russian/Chinese Confederacy of “ten kings”. This war
must be a very big deal for Him to break message and mention it. The only war that
fits here is the Battle of Gog and Magog that itself is the subject of all kinds of debate
among prophecy scholars. We’ll save that for a separate discussion.
In verse 15 God goes back on message and then takes a step back to describe the whore’s
demise:
And he saith unto me, The waters which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are
peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues. And the ten horns which thou
sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and
naked, and shall eat her flesh and burn her with fire. For God hath put in their
hearts to fulfill his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until
the words of God shall be fulfilled. And the woman which thou sawest is that
great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth (Verses 15-18)
Let’s not sugar coat this, what God is referring to here is apparently some kind of nuclear
and maybe even biological attack on the whore, New York City, by the
Muslim/Russian/Chinese confederacy. This is confirmed as God re-uses “these shall hate
the whore”. He opens up with identifying the waters as covering the whole earth or just
about every person on earth. Again the only organization that comes close to this today
is the UN-dead. This concept is reinforced in the last sentence with “the great city”
reigning “over the kings of the earth”. Just a thought but notice God’s use of the word
“great”. Remember back in Verse 5 we had “MYSTERY BABYLON, THE GREAT”.
In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” it was documented how the Freemason criminal
masters always utilize the word “Great”. In fact that name is quotes in the title of this
website and book to mock this very concept in that it is “Great” if you’re in charge (i.e.,
evolved) like say Godless Communism. Why would God call the whore “GREAT”
unless His intent is to mock the fools who would give Him the finger as they toss Him
aside like a dirty dish-rag like say “The Late Great USA”? In Genesis He refers to all
creation as “good”; yet this place is “GREAT”. This concept further confirms the
supposition that the whore is of the “New” Age (or the Age of Aquarius) that has melded
with world politics and is centered at the UN-dead.
Oh the “New” Age of Aquarius joy.
Let’s jump over to Chapter 18; it only gets “better”. The first three verses close the deal
on the identification of MYSTERY, BABYLON:

AND after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great
power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. And he cried with a strong
voice, saying: Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation
of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful
bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and
the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of
the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. (Verses 1-3)
God opens up with the concept of fallen twice; this was discussed previously. What’s
really striking here is the utilization of “unclean and hateful bird”. The best place to get
the goods on this meaning is “New” Age guru William Henry. In a nutshell, no pun
intended, he identifies so-called “dirty birds” and bird like gods, for instance the Ancient
Egyptian long beaked god of wisdom Thoth, as being the original creators and masters of
mankind and some kind of evolved spiritual beings. Many “conspiracy theorists” have
identified our very own bald eagle as a symbol of Freemasonry. Apparently the
eagle itself isn’t a very clean bird but according to some the eagle is actually a
phoenix. Remember the phoenix arises from the ashes in some kind of re-birth. This
is the real impetus behind “evolution”: “order from chaos” that shakes the
“impurities” and eliminates them. An example of this concept being applied would be
one Adolf Hitler’s employment of “race hygiene” to achieve his “master race” or say
population control to save Mother Earth, the modern version of the original Whore
goddess Isis. So as not to get off track this concept was covered in “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution”. Remember from the 2008 DNC and Al Gore coming out to the
song “Age of Aquarius” in support of one Barak Hussein Obama: WATHCH
OUT FOR THIS GUY. God concludes with the same concept: “kings of the earth”
and “merchants of the earth” implying that the whole earth is involved here and there’s
an economic aspect in addition to the political. But what’s really interesting is the
word “waxed”. Now we all know that wax is easily melted under heat and a soft,
weak substance. So being “waxed rich” implies a fake wealth that is say based on
debt like say our very own “Federal” “Reserve” system. Be aware that the
international version of this scam, The World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) were started by the same group of American and British criminal bankstas
and operates under the same concept of “free” money to “help fight poverty” that
usually goes to some despotic thug while the country itself is under a heavy burden of
debt to the gang bankers. In addition many of the nations of the earth now hold
large quantities of U.S. dollars the same fake “Federal” “Reserve” fiat money that’s
going the way of the dinosaur. Much of the world, especially America, has gotten
“rich” temporarily with this set-up and now this fake situation is collapsing in
accordance with the “Great” Plan for the “Great” Society to “rise from the ashes”.
Want to guess who the ashes are? Finally, you can now see what God is dealing with
here if there’s any doubt about the severity of His wrath or justification thereof.
This is a good opportunity to say it again: Join with God, the real One, with God’s
Simple Salvation Plan on the home page.

Speaking of God’s wrath the next several verses fit the bill, no pun intended.
And I heard another voice from heaven saying, Come out of her, my people, that
ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins
have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities. Reward her
even as she rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works: In
the cup which she hath filled fill to her double. How much she hath glorified
herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith
in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. Therefore
shall her plagues come in one day, death and mourning, and famine; and she shall
be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the LORD God who judgeth her. (Verses
4-8).
In this passage God is pleading with people to come to Him for mercy and rescue from
the whore (beast) of the “New World Order”. I have to believe that there are still
millions of Godly people left in this nation regardless of THEM. In other words, if
you’re reading this right now take this is as a solemn final warning and a WAKE
UP call. Those who believe the whore is the Catholic Church cite the next several
verses. No doubt it is included here since it has done its share of murderous greed in the
name of God but it’s still a subset of the “New” Age. The “cup” refers to the Holy Grail
that to the Catholics is the golden cup the fake priest blesses and drinks the fake
blood of Christ or so they say. But according to everyone from the “New” Age loons to
Adolf Hitler (and FDR) the enigmatic grail may not necessarily be just a golden
chalice and may not even be physical entity. The whole queen scenario goes back to the
whore goddess Isis/Mother Earth concept. The description of her fits the Freemason/
political elite Bilderberg/et. al bunch to a “T”: The idea that they are somehow
“spiritually aware” or “ILLUMINATED” or “evolved” to be above the fray of us in the
“imbecile majority”. The “New” Age loons fall for this very same trap of “spiritual
freedom” or “Age of Aquarius” as exemplified by “New” Age occult Led
Zeppelin “Going to California” to “find a woman who’s never ever been born”. This
Alamo like concept of encircled Christians by everyone from the Godless capitalist
Rockefeller right to the Godless “New” Age eco wacko loons is happening right now.
Now it would appear that not all are happy with the fall of this Mystery, Babylon brought
about by our ten horn confederacy:
And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously
with her, shall bewall her, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of
her burning, Standing afar off for the fear of her torment saying, Alas, alas that
great city Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour is thy judgement come. And
the merchants of the earth shall seep and mourn over her: for no man buyeth their
merchandise any more: The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones,
and of pearls, and the fine line, and purple and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine
wood, and all manner vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious
wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble, And cinnamon, and odours, and

ointments, and frankincense, and wine and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and
beasts, and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men. (Verses
9-13)
Now everyone is so sad since they can’t buy anything from this place anymore. Of
course most of this stuff is symbolic; remember that when John wrote this (as is the case
with the rest of the prophets of the Bible) he was seeing something two thousand years in
the future but communicating in the language of his day. For example, the word chariots
may be representative of automobiles or some advanced machinery. Notice the last two
groups, “slaves, and souls of men”. Some may say the identification of slaves indicates
another country besides the United States. However, the argument can be made that
slaves does not necessarily have to be those in physical chains. We can become slaves to
our carnality when the discipline of the rule book that is God and His Word is removed
from the equation. Also, when the gang bankers loan “free money” through UN-Dead’s
International Monetary Fund/World Bank Scam entire countries become beholden to
them i.e., slaves. In the Book of Proverbs God simply laments, “the debtor is a slave to
the lender”. This applies to individuals and whole countries (ummm like “The Late Great
USA”). Of course “souls of men” can be applicable to anyone who falls for the “New”
Age clap trap of fake religions and atheism. Besides exporting fiat dollars to the rest of
the world, this country seems to be number one in exporting the THEorY of
LIVEvolution and its evil baby sibling, the modern religion of radical environmentalism
and Mother Earth Gaia garbage courtesy the TA DA…UN-dead. Of course those that
follow this Godless garbage lose their very souls.
The “sadness” of those that bought from the whore as well as the thorough destruction
brought about is made all too clear in the following verses:
And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things
which were dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no
more at all. The merchants of these things, which were made rich be her, shall
stand afar off for the fear of her torment, weeping, and wailing. And saying, Alas,
alas that great city, that was clothed in fine line, and purple, and scarlet, and
decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls! For in one hour so great riches
is come to nought. And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships, and
sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off. And cried when they saw the
smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this great city! And they cast
dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas that great
city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her
costliness! For in one hour she is made desolate. (Verses 14-19)
Here God appears to be utilizing the “great city” as some kind of international 9/11 event.
In other words, the destruction is so thorough and quick (one hour) after years of
producing wealth, riches, etc. that everyone is shell shocked into the powers that be.
Most “stand afar off” indicating that this initial destruction is viewed by the entire world.
It appears that if God wants to utilize you to get His whole message out He will do it,
whether that it be peaceful and hopeful way like say this country serving as “the light of

the world” back in its Christian days or the more shocking example as exemplified here.
Of course those that would claim the whore is the Catholic Church (I don’t see them
escaping His wrath either just not in this instance) cite the symbolism presented here.
Remember that the Bible authors wrote in the language of their day and the colors purple
and scarlet have already been covered. Also, notice the language of ships and sea. Of
course many of our imports and exports (an increasingly uncommon event these days as
we become a “service economy” according to the “experts”) go out via sea. But also
remember that many symbols in the Bible have double meaning. The concept of the seas
representing humanity and the so-called “cosmic oceans” of our “New” Age astrology
fools was already covered. Additionally, in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” it was
documented how the inside roof of St. John’s is made to represent the hull of a ship and
the walkway between the main entrance and altar and beneath this hull in this church of
Satan is called the “nave” from the same root as “navy” (Remember from the home page
the cap less pyramid appears on the outside of the church of Satan). Apparently, this
concept of ships and sailing isn’t lost on the rest of the Cathedrals in the world but
let’s stay on subject here.
The demise of the whore and some more symbolism that definitely points to the entire
“New” Age movement based in the Ancient Babylonian/Egyptian system.
Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets; for God hath
avenged you on her. And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone,
and cast it into the sea, saying, Thus with violence shall that great city Babylon be
thrown down, and shall be found no more at all. And the voice of harpers, and
musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no more at all in in thee:
and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more in thee; and
the sound of a millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee: And the light of a
candle shall shine no more at all inthee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of
the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great
men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. And in her was
found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon the
earth. (Verses 20-24)
If God hasn’t got the message out He is done screwing around this should do it, if you
believe that sort of thing. What’s really striking here is the reference to “harpers, and
musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters”. Remember from before the origin of Pi can be
derived from the “Great” Pyramid at Giza. This concept was derived mathematically in
“The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. Pi has all kinds of mathematical applications to
physics with things like electromagnetism, sound waves, etc. The concept of getting in
the tune with the “cosmos”, or Kosmos for those at the UN-dead, is the same as
becoming ILLUMINATED or evolved according to the “New” Age loons. I cannot
emphasize this point enough: Of course if you’re part of the “imbecile majority” you’re
not privy to this ILLUMINATION or evolution to enjoy “Paradise Earth” and you best be
returned to our “Mother” until you can figure it out, a process made all too clear by say
Adolf Hitler and today’s gang banker criminal elite funded radical environmental
movement.
Let’s once again refer to the very occult “Stairway to Heaven” by Led

Zeppelin that laments “the piper is inviting us to join with him”. The piper can be
traced to a version of the sun god known as Pan or Baphomet who plays a flute in the
forest like a piper. Pan is directly related to Apollo or Apollyon. Uh oh.
The passage “for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries
were all nations deceived” nails the case. We see merchants being “great men of the
earth” as in our very own “Federal” “Reserve”/IMF/World Bank criminal elites
combined with “sorceries”. Sorceries refers to the fake religion of the “Angel of
Light”, the real god according to our Freemason/Skull and Bones criminal masters.
Of course the rest of the Godless “New” Age taking over amongst the “imbecile
majority” and being pushed anywhere and everywhere these days is rooted in the same
well of Satanic deception.
In summary, there is much more to this story and whole books can (and have) been
written on this subject.
But the purpose of this article to identify
MYSTERY, BABYLON, the “great” whore, has been accomplished: IT IS New
York City. Some arguments are made that it is the entire United States. This
“conspiracy theorist” sees specificity here but I can be wrong like any other human.
Nonetheless, a destructive nuclear and/or biological attack on New York City
courtesy the “ten horns” in the upcoming smiling on the surface but deceptive
underneath Islamic/Russian/Chinese confederacy will drag the rest of the United
States down as well so this difference is relatively minor.
Finally, have no doubts: This nation is the only one in history founded specifically and
voluntarily on the precepts and principles of the God of Israel and the Gospel of Jesus
Christ (i.e., no stone cathedrals). Our founding document, the Declaration of
Independence, cites the “Supreme Judge of the World” and “with mutual
reliance on Divine provident” the Founding Fathers signed said document knowing
their own lives hung in the balance if their Revolution to try their experiment
(i.e., this very GODLY nation) didn’t win out.
And now we’ve gone from the Patriot’s Window and the Liberty Bell to “Piss Christ”.
In a nutshell, no pun intended, we’ve “pissed off” the wrong People. For this reason
alone Mystery, Babylon must be New York City, (Late Great) USA if not the
We had a rule Book (the Bible) a document (the
country as a whole.
Constitution) that used to guarantee our freedoms but now it’s been deemed a
“living” document. Shame on our “Progressive” leaders for “change we can believe in”
and everyone that has fallen for this ruse.
In conclusion there have been 2 attempts to create a one world utopia and the third is
underway as you read this (none ended well):
1. Pre-flood world of Genesis 6 or "Atlantis" per the Freemason crowd
2. Babel centered around Nimrod and the Tower of Babel
3. "The New World Order" centered in NYC and the UN-dead
In closing, I will say this: God, the real One, help us all who haven’t been sedated by
“THEM”.

